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Abstract: Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) services provide intelligent and context aware assistance for elderly people in their home environment. This domain puts special requirements on context modeling that are not in the scope of current context modeling approaches. Such an approach has to support all phases of an AAL service, from its specification and development until its operation within the user’s smart home environment. In these phases different types of context models can be identified. We have developed a comprehensive context modeling approach for the development of AAL services. Part of it is the separation of context modeling into infrastructure, service adaptation and end user modeling specific aspects. In this paper we focus on the infrastructure, which includes the context sensors available in the smart home environment. Therein we present our context modeling approach starting from a conceptual context model. We also introduce a context management system based on a metamodel that supports its seamless transition into an operative context model without further implementation.
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1 Introduction

‘Ambient Assisted Living’ (AAL) aims at extending the time that the elderly can live in their home environment independently. A smart home environment integrates into the living space of the inhabitant and provides services that help to increase their autonomy and gives assistance in different activities of daily life. Key technologies for AAL services can be found in the research areas of ‘home automation’ and ‘ambient intelligence.’ Examples of such services can be found in [1]. Home automation is focused on the development of sensors, actuators and smart appliances that can be integrated into a home network. A home automation infrastructure, e.g. OSGi [2], can then be used to interconnect these devices and to provide services.

‘Ambient Intelligence’ follows the goals of a vision expressed by Marc Weiser [3]. In that vision the computer becomes invisible for the user, enriches his natural environment with additional intelligence and supports him in his daily goals. Communication with the intelligent environment happens intuitively by interface support for language, movement, gesture and pointing [4]. Additionally, context awareness can be used to observe the inhabitant and his environment and to provide services that adapt accordingly without the need for explicit user interaction.

In the project ‘SmarterWohnen’ [5], we have implemented and tested a number of AAL services together with a local housing company. They have been deployed in apartments, which have been equipped with different sensors and actuators, and are now used by a number
of selected tenants. These services include intrusion detection, water and gas leakage detection, health related services and other various home automation services. We have developed an AAL service platform which also includes a context subsystem. This subsystem supports the integration of context sensors, the refinement of context information and the provision of a layered context model.

We have developed a context modeling approach that supports the special requirements of the development of context aware AAL services. The approach includes the definition of different context model types along the life phases of an AAL service and the transitions between them. Another important result is the separation of context modeling into three separate layers. An important aspect that is covered by one of the layers is the description of the smart home environment including the available context sensors. Our context modeling approach is based on the definition of a metamodel covering the three layers. We have developed a context management system, which fully implements the context metamodel. A concrete context model is provided by an XML model description without further implementation, which speeds up the development process for context aware applications. The paper will give an overview on our context modeling approach. Therein we’ll focus on the infrastructure layer and demonstrate the development of its conceptual context model and the transition into operation using the context management system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the state of the art in context modeling and existing frameworks. In section 3 we then motivate our approach from the requirements that can be identified from the development of context aware services in AAL. Then we introduce our three layered AAL context model and describe the infrastructure layer in detail in section 4. This includes the definition of its metamodel and a graphical notation. Section 5 introduces our context management system and describes its usage for the implementation of the context infrastructure. We then end with a conclusion and outlook in section 6.

2 State of the Art

We follow Dey’s [6] definition in which context is “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and application themselves.” Context aware applications can adapt their behavior directly to a situation on the user’s environment without having to ask for explicit user input. Context information can be used to adapt the behavior of an application in many ways. A classification on context adaptivity is given in [7]. Examples are location based services, where the information and service supply is dependent on the current location of the user. Additional information on opening hours of restaurants, the time of day, the current activity of the end user or specific situations are further examples for context information that can be used to realize context aware applications.

A context model formally describes the relevant aspects of the real world that are used for an application. It abstracts from the technical details of context sensing and allows coupling the real world to the technical view of context adaptive applications [8]. Therefore context models play an important role for building applications that can react on real world events. Research in context modeling is not new, and there are already a number of approaches introduced in the context awareness community. An overview of actual approaches has been given in [9].
Simple context models can rely on name-value-pairs, e.g. for the annotation of services with context information [10]. Another solution is the use of XML for the definition of context models, which can be used for providing context profiles [11]. Currently, different context models based on ontologies are discussed, e.g. in [12][13]. Ontologies can be used for knowledge sharing in an open and dynamic distributed system and to provide a means to reason about contextual information [14]. Despite the existing approaches, there is not yet a common standard agreed upon for context modeling, though discussion of such a standard is ongoing. Currently, the discussion of context modeling is focused on the implementation of context aware applications. Most approaches are focused on the abstraction of sensor information and the provision of high level context information. An exception is the conceptual context modeling approach described in [15]. This approach defines a graphical notation which can be used to design and discuss a context model independently from its later implementation. A mapping of the conceptual modeling constructs to ontologies is discussed in [16].

Context modeling in AAL is a domain specific view on general modeling approaches. Therefore existing results e.g. from the domain of ambient intelligence [17] can also be applied here. Open questions in context modeling and architectural patterns in general remain also open in this domain, e.g. uncertainty of context information and privacy aspects. Research in AAL is currently focused on the identification of concrete context aware AAL services. In [1] examples of AAL services can be found that already have been realized or are still in discussion. In [18] a classification of context aware services in AAL is given which distinguishes between indoor and outdoor assistance for emergency treatment, autonomy enhancement and comfort services. An agreed on common context model in this domain is not available.

In [14] three different architectural approaches for the implementation of the context related functionality are identified: direct sensor access, middleware infrastructure and context server. In [19] an overview on existing context frameworks and servers and a discussion of their features are given. In [20] the existing approaches are classified regarding their usage of a context model. The authors distinguish between applications with no application-level context model, with an implicit context model or an explicit context model. An explicit context model can be provided by a context server that encapsulates functionalities focused on the inquiry, preprocessing and management of context information. As an example the authors present the ACoMS context management system. Current approaches require and support an explicit implementation of the application specific context models.

Our approach extends the current context modeling approaches to the whole life phases of a context aware AAL service and is not restricted to a certain aspect, e.g. the operative view. We also introduce a context management system that is based on an explicit context metamodel that supports developer definable application specific context models without the need for further implementation.

3 Requirements from AAL

In the following we identify those requirements that result from the vision of an open service marketplace in AAL. First we focus on the life phases of context aware AAL services and the usage of context models therein. Then we identify different context modeling aspects that are of special importance in the AAL domain.
3.1 Life phases of AAL Services

Context aware services in AAL are provided to support the inhabitant of a smart home environment in his current life situation. The set of AAL services that can be supported by the smart home environment depends on the environment’s capabilities regarding its actuators and context sensing capabilities. As his life situation changes the inhabitant is in need for a different set of supporting AAL services. The extended smart home capabilities can lead to new AAL services that can be supported. The provision of a service marketplace is a solution for that dynamic nature of AAL services. Such a marketplace serves as a mediator between the service offer of AAL service developers and the demands of the inhabitant of a smart home. Service developers implement context aware AAL services and use the marketplace to publish them. Inhabitants use the marketplace to search for suitable services and integrate them into their smart home environment. The AAL services will then subsequently be used by in the inhabitant. Following this view on the development and usage of AAL services, we can identify different use cases for context modeling with a different focus. Based on this phase model, we define the following types of context models:

- Informal context model: In the phase of the development of a context aware AAL service, the functionality of such a service, including the context adaptive features, has to be defined. Starting with an informal description, these features can be determined in a product concept catalogue.
- Conceptual context model: Based on the informal description of the context adaptive features of an AAL service, a conceptual context model can be derived. This kind of context model abstracts from the implementation details and is used for the discussion and documentation of the relevant context information and their interdependencies.
- Descriptive context model: An implementation independent description of the context aware features of an AAL service is needed in the distribution and deployment phase. It is needed for the registration of a service within the service marketplace and to give the end user information on the functionality and the context aware features of such a service.
- Operative context model: An operative context model is needed for the operation and usage of context aware services. It realizes the technical basis for the management and provision of context information. It is implicitly or explicitly implemented by a context infrastructure. It is needed in both the smart home environment of the inhabitant and in the development and testing environment of the service developer. Most context modeling approaches found in literature can be assigned to this model type.

These different types of context models are relevant in different phases an AAL service. There have to be transitions between these model types along the phases. In AAL the different model types and transitions have to be supported.

3.2 Context Modeling Aspects

Independent from the life phase model there are different context modeling aspects that are of special interest in the AAL domain. In AAL the service developer is not the owner of the smart environment and therefore cannot define and build on a standard context infrastructure. A context model therefore is needed to describe the individual smart home infrastructure and the
context information that are available therein. This includes the available context sensors and their capabilities. Such a context model has to be extensible, since new kind of context information can be made available through new sensor technologies. The description of the infrastructure also has to include context information about available networks, hardware, software and devices that are needed to support ubiquitous computing features. Different proposals for such information are published, e.g. in [17] [21]. We distinguish between infrastructural and application specific context adaptive behavior of an AAL service. The infrastructural context adaptive behavior is independent from the primary functionality of a concrete service and should be provided by the smart home environment, which can be applied by different AAL services. An example for such a ubiquitous feature is the presentation of a message on a suitable device nearest to the inhabitant.

Application specific context behavior has to build upon a context model that differs from the infrastructure view. Such a context model has to include application specific semantics relevant to the context aware behavior of an AAL service. One example is the distinction of a person according to his role, e.g. whether he is the inhabitant, the neighbor or the doctor. This distinction is not relevant for the description of available context information and the integration of context sensors, but it is important for the definition of the context dependent functionality of a health related AAL service. As described in [18] AAL services can be categorized according to their application domain. We distinguish between the following AAL service types:

- Health related services
- Security related services
- Comfort related services
- Social related services
- Economic related services

Each of these service types has a different need regarding the context model and the semantics therein. Therefore service-type specific context models have to be supported by a context infrastructure.

Another important aspect is that of end user context modeling. Context aware services within a smart home environment have to behave according to the inhabitant’s expectations. Developers of such services cannot foresee the behavior that is expected by the end user. If a service continuously acts in an unexpected manner, the inhabitant might feel as if he/she is losing control of his/her home environment, thereby decreasing the acceptance of such services. Therefore it is important to give feedback of the smart home’s assumptions about the environment and situation that have led to the services’ behavior and to allow the inhabitant to define the context aware behavior of his services. Some concrete requirements in the end user aspect have been identified in [22].

4 AAL Three Layered Context Model

As a result of the different context modeling aspects that we have identified in the section before, we have organized our context modeling approach into three separate layers with a specialized point of view on the infrastructure, the service adaption and user interaction. An overview of the layered context modeling approach is shown in the following figure.
The context model of the infrastructure layer represents the existing infrastructure resources, e.g. context sensors, and the application independent view on the smart home environment. It is used for the management of the context infrastructure and to support the infrastructural context adaptive behavior. The description of this layer is the focus of this paper.

The context model of the service adaption layer represents the service-type specific context models. This layer abstracts from technical details of the availability of context sensors. It is used to realize the application specific context adaptive behavior of an AAL service. Context information provided by the infrastructure described in the infrastructure layer has to be mapped into the different service-type specific context models. The description of this layer is not part of this paper. Most context models identified and evaluated in [9] can be classified into this layer.

The context model of the user interface layer focuses on the visualization of context aspects to the inhabitant and the definition of the context adaptive behavior of the AAL services by the end user. It abstracts from the complexity of the service-type specific context model. A description of this layer is given in [23]. A description of its application is given in [24].

In the following subsections we describe the metamodel of the infrastructure layer. Then we introduce a graphical notation for the model elements that are relevant for the definition of a conceptual context model of this layer and conclude with an example infrastructure context model.

### 4.1 Metamodel of the Infrastructure Layer

The metamodel describes the elements that can be used to define a concrete context model. All published context models have an implicit or explicit metamodel which can be specialized on the context modeling domain or based on more general modeling approaches, e.g. an ontology. Some elements in our metamodel also exist in other modeling approaches, e.g. ‘context entity’, ‘context relation’ and ‘context attribute’. We have defined some additional model elements that are needed to define some semantic aspects of context attributes, their representation and implementation, but also the availability of context sensors.
4.2 Graphical Notation

The infrastructure metamodel is the basis for our context modeling approach. Each of the model types has a different focus and therefore a different scope and detail of the metamodel is needed. For the conceptual context model we have defined a graphical notation of the relevant model elements therein. Using this notation a concrete infrastructure layer context model can be defined and documented. The relevant context elements for the conceptual model and their visual representation are described in the following.

A context entity is represented by a two-framed box with the name of the entity type included. An abstract context entity is visualized by a framed ‘A’ included in the box. A specialization relation between two context entities can be defined by an unfilled arrow known from UML.

![Figure 2: Representation of the model element ‘Context Entity’](image)

A context relation has its own representation visualized by a diamond with the name of the relation included. A context relation is connected to the related context entities using simple arrows. The direction of the arrows indicates the direction of the relation.

![Figure 3: Representation of the model element ‘Context Relation’](image)

A context attribute is represented by a single framed box. It has the names of the dimension and of the attribute included, which are separated by a colon. A number of attributes belonging to the same entity or relation can be gathered in one single box. The representation type of a context dimension can be included in brackets with the name of the dimension. If an attribute has a time reference, then this can also be included in brackets with the name of the attribute. The association of a context attribute to its context entity or relation is visualized using simple arrows.

![Figure 4: Representation of the model element ‘Context Attribute’](image)

This graphical notation has been inspired by the context modeling approach described in [15]. The modeling dependencies introduced in that approach can be used to define the context rules. From that approach we have removed the classifying association elements, since in our
approach the source and type of the context information is of no relevance for the conceptual context model. These become relevant in the later life phase of the service.
We have discarded approaches like [25] using OWL for defining the conceptual context model, since they do not support the explicit expression of important metamodel elements like the context dimension and representation types or the attributes of context relations and their time reference.

5 Usage of a Metamodel Based Context Management System

We have implemented a context management system that supports our three layered context metamodel. It can be used in the development, deployment, operation and usage phases of the AAL service. It provides an operative context model for each of the three layers. It is part of the context infrastructure of our smart home environment. In the following we present an XML representation of the operative context model that is supported by the context management system. After that, we describe the software engineering methodology for the instantiation of the smart home context infrastructure using the context management system.

5.1 XML-Schema

The context server directly implements our three layered context metamodel. A concrete context model can be described using an implementation-independent representation of the operative context model. We have specified an XML-schema for such a model description. This model description is part of the configuration of the context server. The context server is able to handle this XML description and to transform it to an implementation-specific representation of the context model based on the relational database management system. In the following we give an overview of the XML-schema. For space reason the cardinality information ‘minOccurs’ and ‘maxOccurs’ and the default values on the element definition have been removed from the description.

```
<complexType name="Generalizable">  
  <sequence>  
    <element name="isAbstract" type="boolean"/>  
    <element name="parentElementName" type="string"/>  
  </sequence>  
</complexType>
```

Part of the XML-schema is the definition of a complex type ‘GeneralizableElement’. This type describes the properties of a context entity, context relation or context dimension regarding its generalization/specialization features. One or more model elements can be named as the parent of the current model element.
A context dimension is described by the definition of the generalization/specialization features, a textual description, the definition of the default representation and a list of associated representation types. The element “implementation” describes the data type that is used for the implementation-specific representation of the context attribute within the database. We have implemented the following data types: ‘number’, ‘time’, ‘boolean’, ‘coordinate’, ‘enumeration’, ‘taxonomy’ and ‘string’.

```
<complexType>
  <element name="ContextDimension"> ...
```

The following example shows the definition of a context dimension ‘Temperature’:

```xml
<ContextDimension name="Temperature">
  <representation name="celsius">
    <unit>C°</unit>
    <implementation>number</implementation>
  </representation>
</ContextDimension>
```

A context entity is described by the definition of the generalization/specialization features, a textual description and an enumeration of the associated context attributes. The features of the context attribute are also described in analogy to the metamodel and a reference to the context dimension is given.

```xml
<element name="ContextEntity">  <complexType>
    <sequence>
      <element name="generalizable" type="Generalizable"/>
      <element name="description" type="string"/>
      <element name="attribute" type="ContextAttribute"/>
    </sequence>
    <attribute name="name" type="string"/>
  </complexType>  </element>

<complexType name="ContextAttribute">
  <sequence>
    <element name="description" type="string"/>
    <element name="isRange" type="boolean"/>
  </sequence>
</complexType>
```
The following example shows the definition of a context entity ‘Person’ with two context attributes:

```xml
<ContextEntity name="Person">
  <generalizable/>
  <parentElementName>Contextentity</parentElementName>
  <generalizable/>
  <attribute name="isInTreatment">
    <contextDimension>Boolean</contextDimension>
  </attribute>
  <attribute name="bodyWeight">
    <contextDimension>Weight</contextDimension>
  </attribute>
</ContextEntity>
```

A context relation is described by the definition of the generalization/specialization features, a textual description, an enumeration of the associated context attributes and the reference to the related entities.

```xml
<element name="ContextRelation"> <complexType>
  <sequence>
    <element name="generalizable" type="Generalizable" />
    <element name="description" type="string" />
    <element name="attribute" type="ContextAttribute" />
    <element name="relatedEntities" type="RelatedEntities" />
  </sequence>
  <attribute name="name" type="string" />
</complexType>
</element>
```

```xml
<complexType name="RelatedEntities"> <sequence>
  <element name="isDirected" type="boolean" />
  <element name="fromEntityName" type="string" />
  <element name="toEntityName" type="string" />
</sequence>
</complexType>
```
5.2 Software Engineering Methodology

Using the infrastructure layer of the context metamodel the focus is on describing the existing infrastructure resources and the application independent view on the smart home environment. First a conceptual context model is defined using a visual modeling tool. The focus therein is to identify and organize the context entities and relations and their attributes from a technical perspective of context sensor integration and application independent management of context information. The generalization/specialization relation can be used to organize common set of context attributes into abstract context entities.

In a next step the conceptual context model is then transformed to the implementation-independent representation of the operative context model. This currently has to be done manually using the provided XML-schema. In this step additional details, e.g. the implementation, are added to the context model. The implementation-independent representation of the context model is automatically transformed into an implementation-specific representation by the context server. These steps are visualized in the following figure.

The next step is the preparation of the entity server. The schema for each entity type can be enhanced using a configuration file. A user interface is then provided by the entity server to register a concrete context entity instance.

The last step consists of the preparation of the sensor registry and the registration of the available context sensors. This is also supported using a configuration file and a user interface for the registration process. Having finished these steps the context infrastructure of the smart home environment is prepared. After that the context model of the service adaption and user interaction layer has to be provided, which is not the focus of this paper.

Figure 5: Context Modeling Process
6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper we have identified some of the requirements which are specific to context modeling in AAL. Based on our vision of an AAL service marketplace we have defined a life phase model and identified different types of context models that are relevant therein. We have also identified different context modeling aspects that have to be supported by a modeling approach in AAL. These involve the smart home infrastructure, the support of service-type specific context models and user interaction. We have defined a three-layered context metamodel, where each layer is focused on one of these aspects. Each of the context model types has a different focus on context modeling and covers different aspects of the metamodel. Additionally, we have introduced the metamodel of the infrastructure layer and have presented the graphical notation of the conceptual context model and an XML-based notation of the operational context model. We have implemented a context server based on the three-layered context metamodel. Using the context server we are able to implement a concrete context model by description and to build the context infrastructure of the smart home environment without further programming.

Currently the transition between the conceptual model and the implementation-independent representation of the operative context model has to be done manually. We will investigate the usage of domain specific language tools for a semi-automatic transition. Another aspect for future work is the definition of a reference context model on the infrastructure layer, towards realizing an AAL service marketplace.
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